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Ground Classification 
After LIDAR data has been collected and delivered to the processing office one of the first steps, after 

quality control and calibration, is to run classification routines on the data. There are multiple 

classification routines, which may be used depending upon the final delivery results of the data, 

however generally a ground classification routine is always run.  

The adaptive TIN ground filter is designed to classify a ground surface from the LIDAR data. Depending 

upon the parameters used during the classification process, as well as the LIDAR itself, it is possible that 

there will be patches of ground surface that do not end up being classified. Usually features with sharp 

elevation changes. Some common examples of missing ground classification includes: earthen berms 

(Figure 1), cliff sides/tops (Figure 2), hilltops (Figure 3), elevated road surface (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 1 - Missing Earthen Berm 

 

Figure 2 - Missing Clifftop 

 

 

Figure 3 - Missing Hill 

 

Figure 4 - Missing Elevated Road 
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Adjusting the parameters used in the filter can help to eliminate these kind of issues, but usually one 

runs into the issue that vegetation and other non-ground features then start to become classified as 

ground. Hence, a compromise must usually be made. Once vegetation is included in the ground class it 

becomes difficult to remove without a lot of manual effort as there are not efficient algorithms to assist 

with the effort. These patches of missing ground classification, however, can be manually cleaned up 

during the QA/QC process using a new semi-automatic ground classification process.  

Ground Cleanup in LP360 
LP360 for Windows 2015.1 introduced a new Point Cloud Task (PCT) to assist with the semi-automatic 

ground classification process. The PCT type is called “Ground CleanUp Filter” and uses a combination of 

the existing ground points and digitized seed points to classify new ground points. This new Ground 

CleanUp PCT runs the underlying Adaptive TIN Ground Filter PCT with interactive user input through the 

PCT execution. At the time of writing, the Ground CleanUp Filter is only available within the LP360 for 

Windows product and runs with a Standard Level License. 

Workflow 
Defining the Task 

1. Add a New Task to the Point Cloud Task Dialog 

a. The Task Type is “Ground CleanUp Filter”, provide the task with a unique name 

2. Specify the Source Points that will be used (the class code that the areas of missing ground are 

currently set) 

3. Select the Destination Class (Typically class 2 when adding to the current ground ) 

4. Use existing seed points to use the current points that match the destination class and are 

located within the digitized boundary as seed points 

Note: At the time of this writing, the task allows the user to specify a “seed point sample 

distance”. This option will be removed in future versions as it does not pertain to this 

task. 

5. There are two options at this point for settings, either Standard or the more Advanced Settings, 

which come directly from the Adaptive TIN Ground Filter. More information concerning the 

Adaptive TIN Ground Filter settings can be found in the following Knowledge Base posts: 

i. LP360 Adaptive TIN Ground Filter Parameters 

ii. LP360 Automatic Ground Classification – Part 1 

Note: At the time of this writing the task allows the user to specify “Classify Only Seed 

Points”. This option will be removed in future versions and does not pertain to this task. 

6. After defining the settings (Figure 5) click apply to save the settings  

http://support.geocue.com/lp360-ground-parameters/
http://support.geocue.com/lp360-automatic-ground-classification-part-i/
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Figure 5 - Ground CleanUp Filter 

Running the Task 

1. On the Point Cloud Task tab select the Ground CleanUp task defined as described above. 

2. Select the Execute Point Cloud Task by Polygon option from the Point Cloud Task Toolbar (Figure 

6). 

 

Figure 6 - Execute PCT by Polygon  

3. Draw a polygon around the area of the missing ground data. As with any digitizing that is done 

in LP360 it is helpful to have the profile window open at this time so that what you are digitizing 

in the main view can be seen in the profile view (Figure 7).  

 

 

Figure 7 - Digitize around the area that is missing ground points 
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 The vertices placed when defining this polygon become seed points for the reprocessing 

of the adaptive TIN ground algorithm within that polygon. 

 Having the profile displayed will allow you to override the elevation value conflated 

from the Boundary Seed Points by selecting a new elevation in the profile window after 

having placed the XY position in the map view (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8 - Override Elevation Value for Boundary 

 Right-click to delete a vertex that you may have incorrectly placed. 

 Double click to complete the polygon and move onto the next step of the execution. 

 It is advisable to ensure the final vertex is placed in an open area where the conflated 

elevation value will be a desired value as there is no option to modify it. 

4. Place seed points and double click after placing the last seed point to start the classification 

process (Figure 9, Figure 10).  

 

Figure 9 - After digitizing the area specify the seed points 

 

Figure 10-User Defined Seed Points 

 If the profile display is turned on then an automatic profile will be drawn for each seed 

point. Sometimes it is helpful to await the profile display to validate the elevation of the 

seed point before moving on to picking additional seed points. 

 Having the profile displayed will allow you to override the elevation value conflated 

from the Destination Class points by selecting a new elevation in the profile window 

after having placed the seed point’s XY position in the map view (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11 - Override Elevation Value for Seed Points 

 Note: There is currently no way to remove a seed point that you may have incorrectly 

placed during this process. 

 

Figure 12 – Results after PCT execution 

Conclusion 
Running an automated algorithm, such as the Adaptive TIN Ground Filter, for determining the ground 

classification of a LIDAR dataset may result in an incomplete ground surface. These holes then generally 

need to be cleaned up using the manual classification toolset to classify additional ground points. 

LP360’s Ground CleanUp Filter can be used to facilitate a semi-automated approach to assist in rapidly 

adding the missing points to the ground class. For additional information or any questions concerning 

the Ground CleanUP PCT workflow please contact the GeoCue Group Support Team 

(support@lp360.com).  

 

mailto:support@lp360.com

